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The Big Thompson Watershed Coalition

Our mission:
To protect and restore the ecological health of 
the Big Thompson Watershed for the use and 
enjoyment of our community today and for 
future generations.

www.bigthompson.co

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formation, Mission, Geographic ScopeFormation – Flood of 2013 showed us in so many ways why we need to care about the health of our river. While floods are naturally occurring events, the disruption caused by the huge impacts to our public and private properties, infrastructure, disruption to our economy – which depends on things like fishing, tourism along the gateway to Estes, our water sources and quality of life where huge. Here you see two pictures illustrating the impact of the floods in the Big T – on the left is a picture of impacts in the Big Thompson Canyon where the North Fork meets the Big T at Drake, and on the right, a pictures showing the Big Thompson River in the City of Loveland at Fairgrounds Park. In the midst of the aftermath of the flood Colorado Water Conservation Board found themselves facing the question – who is going to help restore these systems? And found that while there were many agencies and groups working on recovery of the river ecosystem, in many places, there was no one entity tasked with the restoration and health of the river corridors. As a result, they worked with another state agency – The Department of Local Affairs, to see about helping build the capacity of local watershed groups who could take on the assessment of the full river corridor – including public and private lands, and guide long-term restoration efforts. My organization, the Big Thompson Watershed Coalition was bourne from the flood and the support of the CWCB and DOLA. The first task was to conduct a Master Planning Effort for Restoration. This helped to lay our priorities for the Big Thompson Coalition, including the following: 1) Incorporate multiple sector objectives & benefits; 2) Collaborate & include community perspectives; 3) Improve long-term river resilience & function.They also acquired grant funding to hire two staff members, and I was hired as the first in June 2015. Since that time we have been hard at work on river restoration projects. Reference handout with all the various projects underway. Today I will show you highlights from two projects, but know that in the Big Thompson Watershed, there are dozens of projects underway thanks to the Coalition and many partnerships, including CDOT,  Larimer County, City of Loveland, Colorado Parks and Wildlife and dozens of other public and private property owner partners.



River Restoration – North Fork @ Drake
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Pre-Flood: 2012 
(taken from Google Earth) Post-Flood: 

November 2013

Before EWP Phase 2: 
December 12, 2016

After EWP Phase 2: 
December 12, 2016
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Narrate – before the flood, campground with people enjoying the river – after my presentation if you have questions about this site, you can ask Troy Jones, as this is his is his commercial property in Drake. After the flood, you basically have a rock lined ditch that will likely incurr heavy damage in subsquent flood events, no plants, natural river features. After initial repairs, you see some improvements, but still very much resembles and functions like a rock lined ditch. Following our recent restoration project, you have significant improvements. Significant floodplain re-established – why is this important? The river needs places for high water to go during normal spring run off events to be stable and function like a river. Previously, it was in an entrenched channel with no where to go, and therefore was much like a garden hose when you cover it with you rhand– when water is high, it is constrained and sprays out with force. Natural bank stabilization techniques – buried rock and large wood, provides stability on outside bend, where forces are high on a river. However provides stability in a way that creates more habitat for plants, fish, animals. If you have a rock lined ditch, none of these features of normal river function are able to be present.River features – these help the river bed stay more stable, better convey water and sediment, and they also again provide better habitat for aquatic insects and fish – you can see the relatively flat pools, and areas of riffle and velocity.All these features are normal parts of a functioning, healthy river, but a working river like the Big Thompson, with all its uses and impacts from the flood, needs some help, or restoration work, to it back on a healthy trajectory for the river system.



River Restoration – Jasper Lake
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Aerial of Completed 
Upper Project

Aerial of Completed 
Lower Project

During Construction After Construction
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Discuss emergency repairs – tons of excavation, put river back in channel, get people back to their homes and US 34 passable. All important things but long-term restoration needed.



Other Coalition Programs & Initiatives
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Ongoing Outreach, Education & Stewardship
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Presentation Notes
Outreach and Education is a big part of what we do. Mention educational events, volunteer days, Project TourThis year we partnered with several other Front Range coalitions to develop a landowner oriented stewardship handbook, teaching property owners about techniques they can employ, when and how to work with professionals for permitting and construction and how to steward their river properties over time.In 2018, We hope to further build on this effort, and will be looking to involve the community more in volunteer planting days, citizen science based monitoring and providing additional training to landowners on stewardship practices for recently restored areas of the river, how they can help with best management practices that helps improve stormwater runoff, identification and removal of invasive weeds, and other ways to involve the community in the ongoing maintenance of the river corridor.



Beyond the River Corridor – Future 
work in the Watershed?
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• Canvass of Thompson Watershed Stakeholders
• Watershed Assessment Planning Grants
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Narrative:  As the flood restoration projects are completed by then end of 2018, we’ll be asking whether there is a need for future work in the watershed beyond the river corridor.  To answer this question we have set up a task force to canvass watershed stakeholders.  Over the next six months we’ll be talking to residents, business leaders, public agencies, agricultural interests, and community leaders, including you.  If there is sufficient interest, we’ll be applying in November for a watershed assessment and planning grant from the Colorado Water Conservation Board, as suggested in the Colorado Water Plan.  
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Questions?
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